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Today's tag is created using a large manila shipping tag however any shaped tag can be used. 

It would be pretty tied onto a loaf of freshly baked pumpkin spice loaf and given as a gift! 

  

 You will need: manila shipping tag {2 3/8" x 4 3/4" is the size I used}, assorted "fall" ink 
colors, inking sponges, card stock {assorted colors for greeting, mat and leaves}, cutting tool of 

choice, leaf embossing folder, greeting stamp/ink, die cutting machine, adhesive, ribbon/twine, 

leaf cutouts or other embellishments. 

 #1} Ink around the outside edges of the tag. I used Autumn Terracotta, Crushed Curry, Olive 

and Soft Suede inks and lightly blended them. 
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#2} Cut a piece of Olive stock to fit the tag. ∗Please note: if using the same size tag I used, the 
card stock was cut to 2" x 4".  Place in the embossing folder and run through die cutting 

machine. 

#3} Lightly sponge the edges of the embossed piece. Adhere to the tag. 

#4} Tie a length of ribbon around the bottom of the Olive embossed card stock and tie a knot. 

Adhere to the tag closer to the bottom leaving an equal distance on each side and along the 
bottom. 

#5} Stamp greeting on card stock scrap and mat on a darker color. ∗Please note: I heat 
embossed the greeting but this step is completely optional. 

#6} Add embellishments. I die cut some leaves then crumpled them a bit before sponging and 
adhering them to the tag.  Then adhered the matted greeting on foam adhesive before adding a 

few pearls.  

#7} Insert ribbon/twine through the hole at the top for the hanger.  
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